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* Step 1: Dynamical friction quickly brings 
the black holes to the inner few parsecs 
of the new galaxy - forming a binary

* Step 2: Binary either stalls at ~1pc, or 
gas, non-spherical stellar distribution, 
or… shrinks the orbit further

* Step 3: If the binary orbit can decay to 
~0.01-0.1pc, gravitational radiation will 
merge the binary in less than a Hubble 
time

Galaxies merge, but do the black holes?

Begelman, Blandford, Rees 1980

Step 1

Step 2?

Step 3



* The low frequency gravitational wave background 
(PTAs) and merger events (LISA) will probe the 
MBHB environment at late inspiral

* Electromagnetically identified population could 
directly trace MBHB evolution over a wider range 
of evolutionary states (orbital separations)

Galaxies merge, but do the black holes? 
How do we find out?

* MBHB Demography: 
The fraction of MBHBs at different separations would 
elucidate the mechanisms which bring MBHBs together 



(a ‘damped random walk’24) described by two additional parameters.
This analysis returns a best-fit with a non-zero eccentricity of
e~0:09z0:07

{0:06, although a Bayesian criterion does not favour this
model over a pure sinusoid with fewer parameters (see Methods).
We considered an alternative model to explain optical variability of
PG 1302-102, in which the luminosity variations track the fluctuations
in the mass-accretion rate that is predicted in hydrodynamic simula-
tions9–11,13,25. However, the amplitude of these hydrodynamic fluctua-
tions are large (order one), and their shape is ‘bursty’ rather than
sinusoid-like11,13,15; as a result, we find that they provide a poorer fit
to the observations (see Fig. 2 and Methods). Furthermore, for mass
ratios q00:05, hydrodynamic simulations predict a characteristic
pattern of periodicities at multiple frequencies, but an analysis of
the periodogram of PG 1302-102 has not uncovered evidence for mul-
tiple peaks26.

A simple observational test of relativistic beaming is possible, owing to
the strong frequency dependence of the spectral slope of PG 1302-102:
a 5 dln(Fn)/dln(n). The continuum spectrum of PG 1302-102 is nearly
flat with a slope bFUV ; dln(Fl)/dln(l) 5 0 in the far-ultraviolet (FUV;
0.145–0.1525mm) band, where Fl is the apparent flux at an observed
wavelength l, and shows a tilt with bNUV 5 20.95 in the near-ultraviolet
(NUV; 0.20–0.26mm) range; see Fig. 3 and Methods. These slopes trans-
late to aFUV 5 22 and aNUV 5 21.05 in the respective bands, compared
to aopt 5 1.1 in the optical. The UV emission can be attributed to the
same minidisks that are responsible for the optical light, and would
therefore share the same Doppler shifts in frequency. These Doppler
shifts would translate into UV variability that is larger by a factor of
(3 2 aFUV)/(3 2 aopt) 5 5/1.9 5 2.63 and (3 2 aNUV)/(3 2 aopt) 5 4.05/
1.9 5 2.13 compared to the optical, and reaches maximum amplitudes of
637% (FUV) and 630% (NUV).
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Figure 2 | The optical and ultraviolet light curves of PG 1302-102. The grey
filled circles with 1s errors are the optical data6, superimposed with a best-fit
sinusoid (red dashed curve). The solid black curve is the best-fit relativistic
light-curve. The blue dashed curve is the best-fit model that was obtained by
scaling the mass-accretion rate determined from a hydrodynamic simulation of
an unequal-mass (q 5 0.1) binary11. The red and blue filled circles with 1s
errors correspond to archival NUV (red) and FUV (blue) spectral observations;
the red filled triangles (with 1s errors) represent archival photometric NUV
data (see Fig. 3). The UV data include an arbitrary overall normalization to
match the mean optical brightness. The red and blue dotted curves are the best-
fit relativistic optical light curves with amplitudes scaled up by factors of 2.17
and 2.57, which best match the NUV and FUV data, respectively. MJD,
modified Julian day.
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Figure 3 | Archival UV spectra of PG 1302-102 from 1992–2011. FUV and
NUV spectra obtained by instruments on the HST and by GALEX, as labelled.
COS, cosmic origins spectrograph; FOS, faint object spectrograph; STIS,
space telescope imaging spectrograph. Numbers in brackets are the dates (in
MJD 2 49,100) the data were collected. Vertical yellow bands mark regions
outside the spectroscopic range of both GALEX and the HST and contain no
useful spectral data. Assignments of the main peaks are given. Lya, Lyman a.
From each spectrum, average flux measurements (shown in Fig. 2) were
computed in one or both of the UV bands over the frequency range indicated by
the horizontal bars. The full GALEX photometric band shapes for FUV and
NUV photometry are shown for reference as shaded blue and red curves,
respectively. Additional GALEX NUV photometric data were also used
in Fig. 2. The UV spectra show an offset by as much as 630% relative to one
another, close to the value expected from relativistic boost (see Methods).
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Figure 1 | Binary parameters producing the optical flux variations of
PG 1302-102 by relativistic boost. Combinations of total binary mass M,
mass ratio q 5 M2/M1, and inclination i that cause .13.5% flux variability (or
line-of-sight velocity amplitude (v/c)sin(i) $ 0.07) in the emission from the
primary and secondary black holes, computed from the Doppler factor D3 2 a

with the effective spectral slope of aopt 5 1.1 in the V band. The solid lines

correspond to different values of q as labelled; the shaded regions correspond to
intermediate values. We assume that a fraction f2 5 1.0, 0.95, or 0.8 of the total
luminosity arises from the secondary black hole; these values are consistent
with fractions found in hydrodynamic simulations13 (see Methods). The
inclination angle is defined such that i 5 0u corresponds to a face-on view of
PG 1302-102, and i 5 90u corresponds to an edge-on view.
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FIG. 11.— An example of double-peaked broad line AGNs from SDSS.
The black lines show the original SDSS spectrum (upper) and the contin-
uum/iron flux subtracted spectrum (bottom). The red and magenta lines show
the overall model fits. The orange and blue lines are the power-law contin-
uum and iron template fits. The three Gaussian components in cyan are the
narrow lines Hβ, [O III]λ4959 and [O III]λ5007, fixed to have the same
redshifts and line widths. The two green Gaussian components are for the
double-peaked broad line profile, which are separated by ∼ 3000 kms−1, and
have FWHMs∼ 2200 kms−1 and∼ 10000 kms−1 for the blueshifted and red-
shifted components respectively. This object and many others will be good
candidates for spectral monitoring and reverberation mapping programs.

of both the clouds dynamics and illumination. Our treatment
is more quantitative than earlier qualitative arguments that the
double-peaked components are from individual BLRs (e.g.,
Gaskell 2010, and references therein).
In our BLR model for single BHs we assumed a rather sim-

plistic thin shell distribution of clouds. To check the sensitiv-
ity of our results to this assumption, we examine the effects
of a more extended cloud (not all line-emitting clouds) dis-
tribution for single BHs. The upper panel of Fig. 10 shows
an example for the distribution of clouds around a 108M⊙

BH, where the clouds were initially populated between 0.5
and 2 times the characteristic BLR size with a power-law
number density n(r) ∝ r−1 and then relaxed for 30 years us-
ing their Keplerian orbits. The initial random velocities of
each cloud are assigned using the same scheme described in
§2.1. The starting configuration for the numerical orbit inte-
gration is a more extended distribution of clouds compared to
our fiducial model. We integrate an equal-mass binary sys-
tem (Mtot = 2×108M⊙) using the new single BLR model and
compute emission line profiles in the same way as in §2.1.
The bottom panel of Figure 10 shows the resulting line profile
at phase angle φ = 0◦ and with a binary separation d = 0.05pc.
Compared with our previous result, i.e., the middle panel of
Fig. 2, the double-peaked feature is much less prominent.
This is expected because now the two cloud regions over-
lap more than in the previous case and more clouds become
circumbinary, diluting the distinction between the two BLRs.
In practice, the two emission line components will not have
equal strength, so some asymmetry is expected in the overall
line profile, similar to those shown in Fig. 5. Secular changes
in the line profile due to the orbital motion of the binary, or
velocity resolved reverberations of the blue and red wings of
the line, can still be monitored even though the two peaks are
blended with each other.
Our toy models confirm the feasibility of using spectral

monitoring (for radial velocity drifts) and reverberation map-
ping (for line responses) to disentangle SMBH binaries from
disk emitters. These observations can also be achieved with
less expensive narrow-band filters. However, there are some

practical difficulties with these techniques. The spectral mon-
itoring for radial velocity changes works best for binaries with
d ≈ RBLR,1 + RBLR,2. At larger binary separations, the two
broad components will blend with each other in the spec-
trum, making it less likely to be flagged as a binary candi-
date, and the orbital period is too long to be detectable. At
smaller separations, the BLRs are no longer distinct and the
velocity structure becomes more complex with no coherent
radial velocity drifts in the peak locations. Thus, the spec-
tral monitoring is suitable for identifying low mass SMBH
binaries (M ∼ 106 M⊙). On the other hand, reverberation
mapping is a powerful tool for distinguishing a SMBH binary
from a disk emitter, but more complex BLR geometries and
kinematics (such as those involving inflows or outflows) will
certainly complicate the situation (e.g., Sergeev et al. 1999;
Denney et al. 2009).

4.2. Case Studies: 3C 390.3, SDSS J1536+0441 and others
Although there are a few dedicated spectral monitoring pro-

grams for double-peaked broad line objects (e.g., Gezari et al.
2007, and references therein), there is currently no reverber-
ation mapping program for a large sample of such objects.
Among the ∼ 40 AGNs that are included in the reverberation
mapping sample (Peterson et al. 2004), there are several ob-
jects that clearly show double-peaked broad line features. In
particular 3C 390.3 is a strong double-peak object with good
reverberation mapping data (Dietrich et al. 1998). The time-
ordered data of this source show that the blueshifted and red-
shifted components respond to the continuum variations al-
most simultaneously. Thus, it is more likely that the double-
peaked emission originates from a disk rather than from two
corotating BLRs in a binary system.
The quasar SDSS J1536+0441 was recently suspected

to be a sub-pc binary SMBH (Boroson & Lauer 2009) be-
cause of its double-peaked broad Hβ line in the SDSS
spectrum. It has therefore received much attention (e.g.,
Chornock et al. 2010; Gaskell 2010; Wrobel & Laor 2009;
Decarli et al. 2009; Tang & Grindlay 2009). The discovery
of an additional redshifted component, most notably in Hα
(e.g., Chornock et al. 2010; Lauer & Boroson 2009), favored
a disk emitter origin for the double peaks rather than a binary
SMBH. If we nevertheless assume this is a binary SMBH and
use constant Eddington ratios λEdd = 0.1 for both BHs, and
the FWHM values measured in Boroson & Lauer (2009), we
get from equation (3)M1 = 8×108 M⊙ andM2 = 2×107 M⊙

for the red and blue systems, respectively, similar to those
reported in Boroson & Lauer (2009). We also derive BLR
sizes R1 ≈ 0.063 pc and R2 ≈ 0.01 pc. Substituting the
BH masses and vlos = 3500 kms−1 in equation (4) we get
d = 0.27[sin I sin(2πt/P)]2 pc. However, in order to produce
the comparable strength of both components and hence two
distinct peaks, it requires that the smaller BH (blue compo-
nent) is ∼ 40 times more efficient at producing the broad-
line emission than the larger BH. Furthermore, by compar-
ing the spectrum taken ∼ 1 yr after (Chornock et al. 2010)
with the original SDSS spectrum, it appears that both the
blueshifted and the redshifted components become slightly
weaker whereas the central component (which would be the
classic BLR in the disk emitter scenario) remains almost un-
changed. This strengthens the association of a disk emitter
origin with the double-peaked feature.
There have been a significant number of double-peaked or

highly asymmetric broad line AGNs known in the literature,
and large spectroscopic surveys such as SDSS are provid-

Broad line monitoring 
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Figure 11. The x-y projection of the debris produced from six di↵erent simulated TDEs at a time of 1.5 binary orbits. The top two
plots were disruptions by the secondary SMBH, while the bottom four were disrupted by the primary. The colors, plot ranges, etc. are
all identical to those of Figure 9.
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Figure 3. Magnification of Doppler boosted and lensed emission from primary and secondary point source emission for binary parameters (P,M) =
(4.0yr, 109M�) and for the stated values of the binary orbital inclination, listed in the legend in terms of NE defined in Eq. (7). Both primary and secondary
discs are assumed to emit at the same brightness. The first lensing flare is due to lensing of the secondary accretion disc by the primary and the second lensing
flare is due to lensing of the primary accretion disc by the secondary. The inclination of the binary that could generate the orange light curve has probability
given by the black-dashed lines in Figure 2.

where (u0, v0) is the position of the secondary in lens-centred, po-
lar coordinates: u0 is given by Eq. (5) in units of Einstein radii and
v0 = tan

�1
[sin I tan⌦t]; J is the inclination of the source disc to

the line of sight (see Figure 1), and � is the polar coordinate in the
disc-centred frame. To evaluate Eq 14, we then set F⌫ = 0 when
r is less than the ISCO radius or r is greater than the truncation
radius discussed above.

2.4.1 Wavelength dependent effects

Figure 5 plots the wavelength-dependent, finite-size source lensing
light curves, neglecting other sources of periodicity, and zoomed in
on the flare produced by lensing of the secondary accretion disc.
The top row is for an edge-on binary inclination while the bottom
inclines the binary to ⇠ 0.7� from edge on, corresponding to a
minimum sky separation of 0.5rpE . Both rows vary the inclination
of the accretion disc source to the line of sight from nearly edge on
(J = 0.1) to face on (J = ⇡/2).

In each of the panels we have assumed a binary with total mass
10

6M�, mass ratio of q = 0.1, and an orbital period of 4 years.
According to Eq. (11), this places the peak wavelength of emission
at the tidal truncation radius of the secondary at �out = 2.3µm,
in the near infrared. The tidal truncation radius of the secondary
accretion disc is rsout ⇠ 0.14a corresponding to ⇢smax = 11.3,
hence finite-size source effects should be prominent in the optical
and UV wavelengths, approaching the point source case for far UV
and X-ray wavelengths.

In Figure 5 we plot the simulated lensing flare in far ultravi-
olet (FUV; 150 nm) to red optical (I band; 806 nm). Because the
disc is hotter at its centre, and hence emits shorter wavelength ra-
diation there, the FUV represents the smaller inner region of the
secondary disc while the optical represents the larger outer por-
tion of the disc. The result, seen in Figure 5, is that the optical
lensing is spread out, beginning earlier, ending later, and reaching
a lower peak magnification than the flares at shorter wavelengths.
The shorter wavelength, NUV and FUV flares approach the shape
and peak magnification predicted by the point-source case.

The finite-size source lensing depends not only on the size of

the source, but also the shape. The inclination of the disc to the
line of sight changes the shape of the emitting region from a large
face-on disc at J = ⇡/2 to a more narrow ellipse constricted in the
direction perpendicular to motion across the sky. The result is that
more edge-on discs approach more closely the point-source case
because the elongated edge-on discs are less smeared out over the
u = 0 caustic. This can be seen in Figure 5 where, from left to right,
the disc is inclined from nearly edge on to face on and the redder
wavelength light curves decrease in peak magnitude. The width of
the lensing curve does not change greatly because we only allow
the disc to be inclined to the line of sight. Future parameter studies
could allow a more general parameterization of the accretion disc
shape, this could result in a larger range of possible flare durations.

We investigate the effect of changing binary inclination angle
by comparing the top and bottom rows of Figure 5. Just as for the
point source case depicted in Figure 3, increasing the binary incli-
nation away from the line of sight decreases the peak magnitude of
amplification. In the finite-sized source case, increasing the binary
inclination also rounds the light curve from a cuspy spike at edge-
on inclination, caused by a direct crossing of the source through
the u = 0 caustic, to a rounder flare when the source passes just
above or below the caustic. In the bottom row, for which the binary
is inclined from edge on, we have drawn the point-source case as a
dashed black line. We do not draw the point source light curve for
the edge-on binary because it results in an infinite magnification.
This infinite magnification is smeared out for the finite-size source
cases plotted in Figure 5.

For a binary inclined to the line of sight (I 6= 0), Figure 5
shows that the magnification of the shorter wavelength emission
does not change appreciably with J , and is similar to the point
source case. The longer wavelength emission, however, is magni-
fied over a shorter timescale as J is increased towards face on. This
shows that binary orbital inclination affects different wavelength
emission differently in the finite-size source case. Generally, if the
extended source, at a given wavelength, has components that inter-
sect the lensing caustic, these wavelength components are affected
by finite-size source affects; it is the shape of the emitting region
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(a ‘damped random walk’24) described by two additional parameters.
This analysis returns a best-fit with a non-zero eccentricity of
e~0:09z0:07

{0:06, although a Bayesian criterion does not favour this
model over a pure sinusoid with fewer parameters (see Methods).
We considered an alternative model to explain optical variability of
PG 1302-102, in which the luminosity variations track the fluctuations
in the mass-accretion rate that is predicted in hydrodynamic simula-
tions9–11,13,25. However, the amplitude of these hydrodynamic fluctua-
tions are large (order one), and their shape is ‘bursty’ rather than
sinusoid-like11,13,15; as a result, we find that they provide a poorer fit
to the observations (see Fig. 2 and Methods). Furthermore, for mass
ratios q00:05, hydrodynamic simulations predict a characteristic
pattern of periodicities at multiple frequencies, but an analysis of
the periodogram of PG 1302-102 has not uncovered evidence for mul-
tiple peaks26.

A simple observational test of relativistic beaming is possible, owing to
the strong frequency dependence of the spectral slope of PG 1302-102:
a 5 dln(Fn)/dln(n). The continuum spectrum of PG 1302-102 is nearly
flat with a slope bFUV ; dln(Fl)/dln(l) 5 0 in the far-ultraviolet (FUV;
0.145–0.1525mm) band, where Fl is the apparent flux at an observed
wavelength l, and shows a tilt with bNUV 5 20.95 in the near-ultraviolet
(NUV; 0.20–0.26mm) range; see Fig. 3 and Methods. These slopes trans-
late to aFUV 5 22 and aNUV 5 21.05 in the respective bands, compared
to aopt 5 1.1 in the optical. The UV emission can be attributed to the
same minidisks that are responsible for the optical light, and would
therefore share the same Doppler shifts in frequency. These Doppler
shifts would translate into UV variability that is larger by a factor of
(3 2 aFUV)/(3 2 aopt) 5 5/1.9 5 2.63 and (3 2 aNUV)/(3 2 aopt) 5 4.05/
1.9 5 2.13 compared to the optical, and reaches maximum amplitudes of
637% (FUV) and 630% (NUV).
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Figure 2 | The optical and ultraviolet light curves of PG 1302-102. The grey
filled circles with 1s errors are the optical data6, superimposed with a best-fit
sinusoid (red dashed curve). The solid black curve is the best-fit relativistic
light-curve. The blue dashed curve is the best-fit model that was obtained by
scaling the mass-accretion rate determined from a hydrodynamic simulation of
an unequal-mass (q 5 0.1) binary11. The red and blue filled circles with 1s
errors correspond to archival NUV (red) and FUV (blue) spectral observations;
the red filled triangles (with 1s errors) represent archival photometric NUV
data (see Fig. 3). The UV data include an arbitrary overall normalization to
match the mean optical brightness. The red and blue dotted curves are the best-
fit relativistic optical light curves with amplitudes scaled up by factors of 2.17
and 2.57, which best match the NUV and FUV data, respectively. MJD,
modified Julian day.
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Figure 3 | Archival UV spectra of PG 1302-102 from 1992–2011. FUV and
NUV spectra obtained by instruments on the HST and by GALEX, as labelled.
COS, cosmic origins spectrograph; FOS, faint object spectrograph; STIS,
space telescope imaging spectrograph. Numbers in brackets are the dates (in
MJD 2 49,100) the data were collected. Vertical yellow bands mark regions
outside the spectroscopic range of both GALEX and the HST and contain no
useful spectral data. Assignments of the main peaks are given. Lya, Lyman a.
From each spectrum, average flux measurements (shown in Fig. 2) were
computed in one or both of the UV bands over the frequency range indicated by
the horizontal bars. The full GALEX photometric band shapes for FUV and
NUV photometry are shown for reference as shaded blue and red curves,
respectively. Additional GALEX NUV photometric data were also used
in Fig. 2. The UV spectra show an offset by as much as 630% relative to one
another, close to the value expected from relativistic boost (see Methods).
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Figure 1 | Binary parameters producing the optical flux variations of
PG 1302-102 by relativistic boost. Combinations of total binary mass M,
mass ratio q 5 M2/M1, and inclination i that cause .13.5% flux variability (or
line-of-sight velocity amplitude (v/c)sin(i) $ 0.07) in the emission from the
primary and secondary black holes, computed from the Doppler factor D3 2 a

with the effective spectral slope of aopt 5 1.1 in the V band. The solid lines

correspond to different values of q as labelled; the shaded regions correspond to
intermediate values. We assume that a fraction f2 5 1.0, 0.95, or 0.8 of the total
luminosity arises from the secondary black hole; these values are consistent
with fractions found in hydrodynamic simulations13 (see Methods). The
inclination angle is defined such that i 5 0u corresponds to a face-on view of
PG 1302-102, and i 5 90u corresponds to an edge-on view.
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FIG. 11.— An example of double-peaked broad line AGNs from SDSS.
The black lines show the original SDSS spectrum (upper) and the contin-
uum/iron flux subtracted spectrum (bottom). The red and magenta lines show
the overall model fits. The orange and blue lines are the power-law contin-
uum and iron template fits. The three Gaussian components in cyan are the
narrow lines Hβ, [O III]λ4959 and [O III]λ5007, fixed to have the same
redshifts and line widths. The two green Gaussian components are for the
double-peaked broad line profile, which are separated by ∼ 3000 kms−1, and
have FWHMs∼ 2200 kms−1 and∼ 10000 kms−1 for the blueshifted and red-
shifted components respectively. This object and many others will be good
candidates for spectral monitoring and reverberation mapping programs.

of both the clouds dynamics and illumination. Our treatment
is more quantitative than earlier qualitative arguments that the
double-peaked components are from individual BLRs (e.g.,
Gaskell 2010, and references therein).
In our BLR model for single BHs we assumed a rather sim-

plistic thin shell distribution of clouds. To check the sensitiv-
ity of our results to this assumption, we examine the effects
of a more extended cloud (not all line-emitting clouds) dis-
tribution for single BHs. The upper panel of Fig. 10 shows
an example for the distribution of clouds around a 108M⊙

BH, where the clouds were initially populated between 0.5
and 2 times the characteristic BLR size with a power-law
number density n(r) ∝ r−1 and then relaxed for 30 years us-
ing their Keplerian orbits. The initial random velocities of
each cloud are assigned using the same scheme described in
§2.1. The starting configuration for the numerical orbit inte-
gration is a more extended distribution of clouds compared to
our fiducial model. We integrate an equal-mass binary sys-
tem (Mtot = 2×108M⊙) using the new single BLR model and
compute emission line profiles in the same way as in §2.1.
The bottom panel of Figure 10 shows the resulting line profile
at phase angle φ = 0◦ and with a binary separation d = 0.05pc.
Compared with our previous result, i.e., the middle panel of
Fig. 2, the double-peaked feature is much less prominent.
This is expected because now the two cloud regions over-
lap more than in the previous case and more clouds become
circumbinary, diluting the distinction between the two BLRs.
In practice, the two emission line components will not have
equal strength, so some asymmetry is expected in the overall
line profile, similar to those shown in Fig. 5. Secular changes
in the line profile due to the orbital motion of the binary, or
velocity resolved reverberations of the blue and red wings of
the line, can still be monitored even though the two peaks are
blended with each other.
Our toy models confirm the feasibility of using spectral

monitoring (for radial velocity drifts) and reverberation map-
ping (for line responses) to disentangle SMBH binaries from
disk emitters. These observations can also be achieved with
less expensive narrow-band filters. However, there are some

practical difficulties with these techniques. The spectral mon-
itoring for radial velocity changes works best for binaries with
d ≈ RBLR,1 + RBLR,2. At larger binary separations, the two
broad components will blend with each other in the spec-
trum, making it less likely to be flagged as a binary candi-
date, and the orbital period is too long to be detectable. At
smaller separations, the BLRs are no longer distinct and the
velocity structure becomes more complex with no coherent
radial velocity drifts in the peak locations. Thus, the spec-
tral monitoring is suitable for identifying low mass SMBH
binaries (M ∼ 106 M⊙). On the other hand, reverberation
mapping is a powerful tool for distinguishing a SMBH binary
from a disk emitter, but more complex BLR geometries and
kinematics (such as those involving inflows or outflows) will
certainly complicate the situation (e.g., Sergeev et al. 1999;
Denney et al. 2009).

4.2. Case Studies: 3C 390.3, SDSS J1536+0441 and others
Although there are a few dedicated spectral monitoring pro-

grams for double-peaked broad line objects (e.g., Gezari et al.
2007, and references therein), there is currently no reverber-
ation mapping program for a large sample of such objects.
Among the ∼ 40 AGNs that are included in the reverberation
mapping sample (Peterson et al. 2004), there are several ob-
jects that clearly show double-peaked broad line features. In
particular 3C 390.3 is a strong double-peak object with good
reverberation mapping data (Dietrich et al. 1998). The time-
ordered data of this source show that the blueshifted and red-
shifted components respond to the continuum variations al-
most simultaneously. Thus, it is more likely that the double-
peaked emission originates from a disk rather than from two
corotating BLRs in a binary system.
The quasar SDSS J1536+0441 was recently suspected

to be a sub-pc binary SMBH (Boroson & Lauer 2009) be-
cause of its double-peaked broad Hβ line in the SDSS
spectrum. It has therefore received much attention (e.g.,
Chornock et al. 2010; Gaskell 2010; Wrobel & Laor 2009;
Decarli et al. 2009; Tang & Grindlay 2009). The discovery
of an additional redshifted component, most notably in Hα
(e.g., Chornock et al. 2010; Lauer & Boroson 2009), favored
a disk emitter origin for the double peaks rather than a binary
SMBH. If we nevertheless assume this is a binary SMBH and
use constant Eddington ratios λEdd = 0.1 for both BHs, and
the FWHM values measured in Boroson & Lauer (2009), we
get from equation (3)M1 = 8×108 M⊙ andM2 = 2×107 M⊙

for the red and blue systems, respectively, similar to those
reported in Boroson & Lauer (2009). We also derive BLR
sizes R1 ≈ 0.063 pc and R2 ≈ 0.01 pc. Substituting the
BH masses and vlos = 3500 kms−1 in equation (4) we get
d = 0.27[sin I sin(2πt/P)]2 pc. However, in order to produce
the comparable strength of both components and hence two
distinct peaks, it requires that the smaller BH (blue compo-
nent) is ∼ 40 times more efficient at producing the broad-
line emission than the larger BH. Furthermore, by compar-
ing the spectrum taken ∼ 1 yr after (Chornock et al. 2010)
with the original SDSS spectrum, it appears that both the
blueshifted and the redshifted components become slightly
weaker whereas the central component (which would be the
classic BLR in the disk emitter scenario) remains almost un-
changed. This strengthens the association of a disk emitter
origin with the double-peaked feature.
There have been a significant number of double-peaked or

highly asymmetric broad line AGNs known in the literature,
and large spectroscopic surveys such as SDSS are provid-

Broad line monitoring 
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Figure 11. The x-y projection of the debris produced from six di↵erent simulated TDEs at a time of 1.5 binary orbits. The top two
plots were disruptions by the secondary SMBH, while the bottom four were disrupted by the primary. The colors, plot ranges, etc. are
all identical to those of Figure 9.
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Part I: millimeter VLBI
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mm VLBI:  
How many MBHB orbits can we “image”?

* Requirements:  
 
     1) Resolvable: Orbital separation > minimum VLBI resolution

      2) Trackable: Period < 10 years to track entire orbit

  3) Distinguishable: Emission region smaller than orbital separation
    Low luminosity AGN (LLAGN) may be ideal for this

4) Referenced: Both binary components are bright for relative   
  astrometry (or nearby calibrator)

D’Orazio & Loeb arXiv:1712.02362



Requirements: Ingredients:

* Bright in (sub)-mm 
(preferably both BHs) sub-mm luminosity function: 

From observationally constructed AGN 
radio luminosity functions

*Assume a fraction of all AGN are triggered by MBHBS:

3

LLAGN as these may be the best target for finding resolvable
sub-mm emission regions around each BH.

The final criterion, that both binary components be bright
enough to identify, is not only a sensitivity issue (which we
address in the next section) but a matter of position calibra-
tion unique to VLBI. If only one binary component is bright
enough to detect, its orbital path cannot be tracked without a
nearby bright source for phase reference [e.g. 65]. In the case
that both binary components are bright in mm-wavelengths,
the problem is overcome as each component can phase ref-
erence its companion. Because we do not know the fraction
of binaries for which both components are mm-bright (or al-
ternatively, which have a phase reference near by), and how
this depends on binary parameters, AGN type, or etc..., we
parameterize this uncertainty with f⇤⇤, the fraction of all bi-
naries in the specified separation range for which both MBHs
are mm-wavelength bright, or can be phase referenced by a
nearby calibrator.

III. A POPULATION OF RESOLVABLE MBHBS

A. Calculation

We now estimate the number of MBHBs that are emitting
bright, mm-wavelength radiation due to accretion, and that
have an orbital separation large enough to be resolvable by
an Earth-sized VLBI array, but small enough to have a period
observable in an instrument lifetime.

To do this we assume that a fraction fbin of mm-bright
AGN are synonymous with accreting MBHBs. While this
fraction is not robustly constrained, a number of theoretical ar-
guments motivate that its value may be of order unity [2, 66].
Additionally, the quasar lifetime [67] is in agreement with the
time for a binary to migrate from the edge of a gravitationally
stable gas disk, down to merger, via gas torques and gravi-
tational wave losses [16]. Also, recent searches for MBHB
candidates as periodically variable quasars estimate values of
fbin ⇠ 0.3 [47, 56] from the fraction of candidates found at a
given binary period.

We calculate the time that a MBHB with total mass M
spends at a given orbital period P during the bright AGN
phase. We assume that gas and gravitational radiation drive
the binary to merger to compute a residence time

tres ⌘ a

ȧ
=

(
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256
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P
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where the first term is the residence time due purely to grav-
itational wave decay [68] and the second term is a prescrip-
tion for orbital decay due to gaseous effects given by [69].
In the gas-driven case, the simple assumption is that the bi-
nary shrinks by applying positive torque to a circumbinary
disk [e.g. ]. Then the fraction of the inflowing gas that is ex-
pelled by the binary, and hence the binary decay rate, is pa-

rameterized in terms of the Eddington rate at which gas can
be supplied to the binary ˙M =

˙M/ ˙MEdd. The parameter ˙M
represents the rate at which gas is expelled by binary torques,
not the accretion rate that determines the accretion luminosity.
The transition orbital period Ptrans delineates gas-driven and
gravitational-wave-driven orbital decay.

From the binary residence time, we generate a probabil-
ity distribution function F(M, z) that provides the proba-
bility that any quasar at redshift z, and Luminosity L =

fEddLEdd(M) is a MBHB with period in the specified VLBI
range. This probability function is derived by integrating the
residence time Eq. (2) over periods and mass ratios which
meet the minimum VLBI separation requirement and the max-
imum period requirement and normalizing by the same inte-
gral over all possible binary parameters,

F(M, z) = fbin
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GM

Pbase = min(Pbase, (1 + z)Pmax). (3)

The normalization introduces one additional parameter, amax,
the maximum binary separation for which radio-loud quasar
activity is triggered. This is required because the residence
time due to gas accretion is independent of the binary separa-
tion (the binary spends equal time per log a in the gas- driven
phase), and hence, we cannot simply set an amax in the nor-
malization to corresponds to a quasar lifetime. As noted above
however, the observationally inferred quasar lifetime is simi-
lar to that required for a MBHB to migrate through a gas disk
with outer edge set by the Toomre stability limit [16, 70] and
we use this separation, corresponding the outer edge of a grav-
itationally stable disk, to motivate fiducial parameter choices
below.

We now calculate the number of MBHBs out to redshift
z, over the entire sky, with binary separation resolvable by
an Earth-sized VLBI array, and with orbital period limited by
Pbase,

NEHT ⇡ 4⇡

Z z

0

d2V

dzd⌦

Z 1

Lmin

mm

d2N

dLmmdV
F(�;Lmm, z)dLmmdz

� = (amax, ˙M, fEdd, Pbase, q
min
s , fbin, f⇤⇤) (4)

where, from left to right, we have the cosmological volume
element in a flat universe [e.g. 71], a mm-wavelength AGN lu-
minosity function (mmALF; see below), and the binary prob-
ability distribution function discussed above. We have re-
written the binary probability in terms of mm-wavelength lu-
minosity through the relation,

M =

Lbol(L
obs
mm)�T

fEdd4⇡Gmpc
M�, (5)

where we have assumed that the accretion onto the binary
generates bolometric luminosity equal to a fraction fEdd of

mm VLBI:  
How many MBHB orbits can we “image”?

* Minimum binary separation 
set by EHT resolution

* Emission region < separation
* Maximum binary separation 

set by observable orbital 
period (<10 years)

Binary Probability: 
Calculated from residence 
time at required separations

Assume: 
Gas + Gravitational wavestres =

a

ȧ

Made to be consistent with 
GWB upper limits
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Best possible spatial resolution
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FIG. 3.— The number of resolvable MBHBs over the entire sky as a function of minimum instrument angular resolution ✓

min

for different maximum redshifts
(labeled). The left column fixes the flux sensitivity to the fiducial value but increases the minimum binary mass ratio. The top right panel enhances the instrument
flux sensitivity, the middle right panel worsens the instrument flux sensitivity, and the bottom right panel shows the gain due to increasing the maximum baseline
period at the best case flux sensitivity.
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period at the best case flux sensitivity.
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mm-VLBI Observational Strategy

* Find MBHB candidates with resolvable separations from 
periodic AGN light curves (in progress…)

* Follow up with radio/mm single dish observations to determine 
brightness (SMA proposal…)

* Observe with mm-VLBI to determine if two point sources (or 
nearby calibrator)

* Monitor over ~an orbital time with mm-VLBI

D’Orazio & Loeb arXiv:1712.02362
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* All sky, G-mag<20

* Each object observed median of 
72 times over 5 year mission

* Micro-arcsecond absolute 
astrometry

* 0.01 mag precision photometry

* Spectroscopy for G-mag<16

The Gaia Mission



Can Gaia also track MBHB orbits, but in optical

4

FIG. 2. Blue curve and left-bottom axes: The fraction of Gaia-
detectable binaries vs. maximum detectable orbital period Pmax

(with assumed maximum Pmax = 10 yrs). Red curve and right-top
axes: The fraction of Gaia-detectable binaries with orbital velocity
of the secondary (mass ratio of 0.1) greater than the labeled x-axis
value. The orbital velocity in units of the speed of light approximates
the amplitude of modulations induced by the orbital Doppler boost.

tection would be difficult. If Gaia identifies a SBHB candidate
and its orbital period astrometrically, then a targeted search for
periodicity at the identified orbital period, as well as further
photometric monitoring beyond the lifespan of Gaia, could
identify Doppler modulations, further validating the SBHB in-
terpretation.

III. DISCUSSION

Binary motion can be uniquely identified and disentangled
from linear motion. Orbital motion in AGN would not be
mistaken for a stellar binary because of the much shorter
orbital periods associated with more massive SBHs at the
measured orbital separation. Moreover, Gaia measures high-
resolution spectra of objects with V  15.5 [2], implying
that AGN can be identified unambiguously. Additionally, be-
cause Gaia will observe each bright object on the sky a me-
dian of 72 times [2], candidate AGN spectra can be monitored
for broad-line variations hypothesized to accompany SBHBs
[e.g., 28]. Broad-line monitoring along with multi-wavelength
photometric monitoring for binary-induced periodicity [e.g.,
32, 35–37, 51, 64] could be used in tandem with Gaia orbital
tracking to prove the existence of sub-pc separation SBHBs,
and build a SBHB identification ladder by studying the char-
acteristics of confirmed SBHB-harboring AGN.

Because we predict the Gaia-detectable SBHBs to lie in
nearby, bright AGN, future work should examine these known
sources. Those exhibiting, e.g., periodic variability should be
given priority for examination in the Gaia dataset. If any Gaia
SBHB candidates are radio- loud, they can be targeted by mm-
VLBI observatories that could simultaneously track the orbital
motion [50], allowing orbital tracking beyond the lifetime of
Gaia and offering insight into the relation between radio and

optical emission generated by SBHBs. Additionally, SBHB
orbital tracking can yield precise binary mass measurements,
or even a novel measurement of the Hubble constant [50].

A. Gravitational Waves

The SBHBs detectable by Gaia would be emitting GWs
in the PTA frequency band. As a consistency check, we fol-
low Ref. [50] and use the QLF to compute the corresponding
stochastic GW background (GWB). For simplicity and in dif-
ference from Ref. [50], we assume that the SBHBs are driven
together only by GW radiation and that fEdd = 0.1. The re-
sulting GWB falls a factor of a few below the current PTA
limits, consistent with previous studies [e.g., 65].

The most massive and nearby Gaia-detectable SBHBs,
have M ⇠ 10

8.5M� and z ⇠ 0.01 (Figure 1). Such An
SBHB, with a mass ratio of unity and an orbital period of less
than 3 years, could be resolved as an individual source with a
⇠ 13 year PTA observation. Determination of the orbital pa-
rameters and location on the sky by Gaia could aid the PTAs
in recovering such a signal.

B. Caveats

Throughout we have assumed that only one SBH is bright
and that the light centroid of the system moves a characteristic
distance given by the orbital semi-major axis. Depending on
the relative masses and luminosities of the two SBHs, how-
ever, this distance can vary. The motion of the light centroid
can be discerned from the difference between the fixed cen-
ter of mass of the binary and the center of light. Defining the
Eddington-fraction ratio of the SBHs as ⇠ ⌘ fEdd,1/fEdd,2 
1, we find that the change in light centroid over an orbit is,

✓orb =

2a

DA(z)

✓
1

1 + q
� ⇠

1 + ⇠q

◆
, (4)

simplifying to our fiducial value, a/DA(z), when only one
SBH in an equal mass binary is bright (⇠ = 0 and q = 1).
Orbital motion is undetectable when both SBHs are accreting
at the same fraction of Eddington. However, this is a finely
tuned case that is disfavored by previous work [33, 51]. If
⇠  1/3, then our adopted ✓orb is reduced by less than a factor
of two.

Another source of uncertainty lies in the assumption that an
unknown fraction fbin of AGN are triggered by SBHBs. Ad-
ditionally, our calculation relies on the unknown rate at which
SBHBs are driven to merger. We have only included orbital
decay due to GW radiation, as this is a process that must oc-
cur. But gas accretion must also occur for the SBHs to be
optically bright. To test the affect of gas accretion on our re-
sults, we included a prescription for gas-driven orbital decay
from Ref. [50]. Gas-driven decay does not effect our result
when occurring at less than the Eddington rate.
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Gaia:  
How many MBHB orbits could we “track”?

2

Parameter Meaning Fiducial Optimistic Pessimistic

fbin The fraction of AGN harboring SBHBs 0.1 " "
fEdd The Eddington fraction of bright AGN 0.1 " "
BC Bolometric correction from V-band 10.0 " "
tQ The AGN lifetime 107 yrs 5 ⇥ 106 yrs 108 yrs
V � Ic A mean color for nearby AGN 1.0 2.0 0.0

Pmax The maximum detectable orbital period 10 yrs 18 yrs 5 yrs
qs(q) Binary symmetric mass ratio (mass ratio) 0.33 (0.1) 0.18 (0.05) 1.0 (1.0)

NSBHB The total number of detectable SBHBs 19 67 3

TABLE I. Model parameters and the resulting number of Gaia-detectable SBHBs.

A. Calculation

We use the quasar luminosity function [QLF; 55] to derive
the number of AGN per redshift z and luminosity L. From
L and z, and a bolometric correction to the V-band of 10

[56], we find the corresponding V-band magnitude mV (L, z),
which gives the astrometric resolution. Combined with the
redshift, this yields the minimum binary separation that Gaia
can detect in that luminosity and redshift bin. At each lu-
minosity bin we derive a total binary mass from the assump-
tion that the AGN emits at a fraction of Eddington luminosity,
L = fEddLEdd(M). The minimum binary separation and
the binary mass yield the minimum binary orbital period for
which Gaia could detect orbital motion,

Pmin(L, z) =

2⇡ [✓min(L, z)DA(z)]

3/2

p
GM(L, fEdd)

. (1)

We adopt fEdd = 0.1, motivated by an average value for
bright AGN [57, 58].

We additionally require that the binary complete at least
half an orbit over the course of the five-year Gaia mission.
Otherwise orbital motion could be confused with linear mo-
tion. The combined requirements constrain Pmin(L, z) to be
less than a maximum time period Pmax = 10 yrs. We call
AGN for which Pmin(L, z)  Pmax ‘Gaia targets’. This es-
timate, however, does not account for the probability that an
AGN harbors a SBHB at the desired orbital period. To esti-
mate this, we assume that a fraction fbin of all AGN are trig-
gered by SBHBs. We then use the quasar lifetime tQ and the
residence time of a SBHB at orbital period P to compute the
fraction of tQ that a binary spends at orbital periods below P
[see Refs. 30, 50, for further details]. The residence time due
to GW emission is,
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for binary symmetric mass ratio qs ⌘ 4q/(1 + q)2, where
q ⌘ M2/M1; M2 < M1 and M1 +M2 = M . The probability
for observing the binary at orbital periods  P is given by
F(P, M, qs) = Min [tres(P, M, qs)/tQ, 1]. We evaluate the
residence time at Pmin, yielding a conservative estimate.

The total number of Gaia-detectable SBHBs is,

NSBHB = fbin
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where d2N/d log LdV is the pure-luminosity-evolution,
double-power-law QLF with redshift dependent slopes from
Ref. [55] (last row of Table 3 labeled ‘Full’). d2V/dzd⌦ is
the co-moving volume per redshift and solid angle [59], H
denotes the Heaviside function, mV (Lmin, z) = 21, and we
choose a fiducial quasar lifetime tQ = 10

7 yrs [50, 60].

B. Results

Table I lists parameter choices and the resulting total num-
ber of Gaia-detectable SBHBs. For fiducial values, NSBHB ⇡
190fbin. Thus, if the fraction of SBHBs in local bright AGN
is fbin & 0.01, Gaia has the potential to find a few SBHBs
during its five-year lifetime. Previous studies have argued
for a larger value of fbin (typically 10%, which is our fidu-
cial value) based upon periodic variability searches in AGN
[32, 35].

Table I also lists our ‘optimistic’ and ‘pessimistic’ parame-
ter choices. In the optimistic case, NSBHB ⇡ 670fbin SBHBs.
Even in the pessimistic case, NSBHB ⇡ 33fbin SBHBs.

Figure 1 plots distributions of Gaia SBHB candidates vs.
V-band magnitude, redshift, and binary mass. We show: (i)
the total number of AGN found from integrating the QLF
(black-dotted line); (ii) the number of ‘Gaia-target’ AGN,
(teal-dashed line); and (iii) ‘binary-targets’, including also the
probability F(M, P, qs) for an AGN to contain a binary at the
desired orbital period (orange line). Integration under the or-
ange lines yields NSBHB. For reference, the gray histograms
show the observed distribution of nearby AGN with mV < 16

[61].
The left panel of Figure 1 displays the number of SBHBs

per AGN V-band magnitude. Comparing the teal-dashed line
labeled ‘Gaia target’ and the black-dotted line (All AGN), we
see that the orbital period cut Pmin  Pmax removes AGN
with mV & 13.5. This is because Gaia’s resolution worsens
for dimmer targets. To illustrate this, the purple dot-dashed
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the number of AGN per redshift z and luminosity L. From
L and z, and a bolometric correction to the V-band of 10

[56], we find the corresponding V-band magnitude mV (L, z),
which gives the astrometric resolution. Combined with the
redshift, this yields the minimum binary separation that Gaia
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minosity bin we derive a total binary mass from the assump-
tion that the AGN emits at a fraction of Eddington luminosity,
L = fEddLEdd(M). The minimum binary separation and
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We adopt fEdd = 0.1, motivated by an average value for
bright AGN [57, 58].

We additionally require that the binary complete at least
half an orbit over the course of the five-year Gaia mission.
Otherwise orbital motion could be confused with linear mo-
tion. The combined requirements constrain Pmin(L, z) to be
less than a maximum time period Pmax = 10 yrs. We call
AGN for which Pmin(L, z)  Pmax ‘Gaia targets’. This es-
timate, however, does not account for the probability that an
AGN harbors a SBHB at the desired orbital period. To esti-
mate this, we assume that a fraction fbin of all AGN are trig-
gered by SBHBs. We then use the quasar lifetime tQ and the
residence time of a SBHB at orbital period P to compute the
fraction of tQ that a binary spends at orbital periods below P
[see Refs. 30, 50, for further details]. The residence time due
to GW emission is,
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for binary symmetric mass ratio qs ⌘ 4q/(1 + q)2, where
q ⌘ M2/M1; M2 < M1 and M1 +M2 = M . The probability
for observing the binary at orbital periods  P is given by
F(P, M, qs) = Min [tres(P, M, qs)/tQ, 1]. We evaluate the
residence time at Pmin, yielding a conservative estimate.

The total number of Gaia-detectable SBHBs is,
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where d2N/d log LdV is the pure-luminosity-evolution,
double-power-law QLF with redshift dependent slopes from
Ref. [55] (last row of Table 3 labeled ‘Full’). d2V/dzd⌦ is
the co-moving volume per redshift and solid angle [59], H
denotes the Heaviside function, mV (Lmin, z) = 21, and we
choose a fiducial quasar lifetime tQ = 10

7 yrs [50, 60].

B. Results

Table I lists parameter choices and the resulting total num-
ber of Gaia-detectable SBHBs. For fiducial values, NSBHB ⇡
190fbin. Thus, if the fraction of SBHBs in local bright AGN
is fbin & 0.01, Gaia has the potential to find a few SBHBs
during its five-year lifetime. Previous studies have argued
for a larger value of fbin (typically 10%, which is our fidu-
cial value) based upon periodic variability searches in AGN
[32, 35].

Table I also lists our ‘optimistic’ and ‘pessimistic’ parame-
ter choices. In the optimistic case, NSBHB ⇡ 670fbin SBHBs.
Even in the pessimistic case, NSBHB ⇡ 33fbin SBHBs.

Figure 1 plots distributions of Gaia SBHB candidates vs.
V-band magnitude, redshift, and binary mass. We show: (i)
the total number of AGN found from integrating the QLF
(black-dotted line); (ii) the number of ‘Gaia-target’ AGN,
(teal-dashed line); and (iii) ‘binary-targets’, including also the
probability F(M, P, qs) for an AGN to contain a binary at the
desired orbital period (orange line). Integration under the or-
ange lines yields NSBHB. For reference, the gray histograms
show the observed distribution of nearby AGN with mV < 16

[61].
The left panel of Figure 1 displays the number of SBHBs

per AGN V-band magnitude. Comparing the teal-dashed line
labeled ‘Gaia target’ and the black-dotted line (All AGN), we
see that the orbital period cut Pmin  Pmax removes AGN
with mV & 13.5. This is because Gaia’s resolution worsens
for dimmer targets. To illustrate this, the purple dot-dashed
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Parameter Meaning Fiducial Optimistic Pessimistic

fbin The fraction of AGN harboring SBHBs 0.1 " "
fEdd The Eddington fraction of bright AGN 0.1 " "
BC Bolometric correction from V-band 10.0 " "
tQ The AGN lifetime 107 yrs 5 ⇥ 106 yrs 108 yrs
V � Ic A mean color for nearby AGN 1.0 2.0 0.0

Pmax The maximum detectable orbital period 10 yrs 18 yrs 5 yrs
qs(q) Binary symmetric mass ratio (mass ratio) 0.33 (0.1) 0.18 (0.05) 1.0 (1.0)

NSBHB The total number of detectable SBHBs 19 67 3

TABLE I. Model parameters and the resulting number of Gaia-detectable SBHBs.

A. Calculation

We use the quasar luminosity function [QLF; 55] to derive
the number of AGN per redshift z and luminosity L. From
L and z, and a bolometric correction to the V-band of 10

[56], we find the corresponding V-band magnitude mV (L, z),
which gives the astrometric resolution. Combined with the
redshift, this yields the minimum binary separation that Gaia
can detect in that luminosity and redshift bin. At each lu-
minosity bin we derive a total binary mass from the assump-
tion that the AGN emits at a fraction of Eddington luminosity,
L = fEddLEdd(M). The minimum binary separation and
the binary mass yield the minimum binary orbital period for
which Gaia could detect orbital motion,
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We adopt fEdd = 0.1, motivated by an average value for
bright AGN [57, 58].

We additionally require that the binary complete at least
half an orbit over the course of the five-year Gaia mission.
Otherwise orbital motion could be confused with linear mo-
tion. The combined requirements constrain Pmin(L, z) to be
less than a maximum time period Pmax = 10 yrs. We call
AGN for which Pmin(L, z)  Pmax ‘Gaia targets’. This es-
timate, however, does not account for the probability that an
AGN harbors a SBHB at the desired orbital period. To esti-
mate this, we assume that a fraction fbin of all AGN are trig-
gered by SBHBs. We then use the quasar lifetime tQ and the
residence time of a SBHB at orbital period P to compute the
fraction of tQ that a binary spends at orbital periods below P
[see Refs. 30, 50, for further details]. The residence time due
to GW emission is,
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for binary symmetric mass ratio qs ⌘ 4q/(1 + q)2, where
q ⌘ M2/M1; M2 < M1 and M1 +M2 = M . The probability
for observing the binary at orbital periods  P is given by
F(P, M, qs) = Min [tres(P, M, qs)/tQ, 1]. We evaluate the
residence time at Pmin, yielding a conservative estimate.

The total number of Gaia-detectable SBHBs is,
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where d2N/d log LdV is the pure-luminosity-evolution,
double-power-law QLF with redshift dependent slopes from
Ref. [55] (last row of Table 3 labeled ‘Full’). d2V/dzd⌦ is
the co-moving volume per redshift and solid angle [59], H
denotes the Heaviside function, mV (Lmin, z) = 21, and we
choose a fiducial quasar lifetime tQ = 10

7 yrs [50, 60].

B. Results

Table I lists parameter choices and the resulting total num-
ber of Gaia-detectable SBHBs. For fiducial values, NSBHB ⇡
190fbin. Thus, if the fraction of SBHBs in local bright AGN
is fbin & 0.01, Gaia has the potential to find a few SBHBs
during its five-year lifetime. Previous studies have argued
for a larger value of fbin (typically 10%, which is our fidu-
cial value) based upon periodic variability searches in AGN
[32, 35].

Table I also lists our ‘optimistic’ and ‘pessimistic’ parame-
ter choices. In the optimistic case, NSBHB ⇡ 670fbin SBHBs.
Even in the pessimistic case, NSBHB ⇡ 33fbin SBHBs.

Figure 1 plots distributions of Gaia SBHB candidates vs.
V-band magnitude, redshift, and binary mass. We show: (i)
the total number of AGN found from integrating the QLF
(black-dotted line); (ii) the number of ‘Gaia-target’ AGN,
(teal-dashed line); and (iii) ‘binary-targets’, including also the
probability F(M, P, qs) for an AGN to contain a binary at the
desired orbital period (orange line). Integration under the or-
ange lines yields NSBHB. For reference, the gray histograms
show the observed distribution of nearby AGN with mV < 16

[61].
The left panel of Figure 1 displays the number of SBHBs

per AGN V-band magnitude. Comparing the teal-dashed line
labeled ‘Gaia target’ and the black-dotted line (All AGN), we
see that the orbital period cut Pmin  Pmax removes AGN
with mV & 13.5. This is because Gaia’s resolution worsens
for dimmer targets. To illustrate this, the purple dot-dashed
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A. Calculation

We use the quasar luminosity function [QLF; 55] to derive
the number of AGN per redshift z and luminosity L. From
L and z, and a bolometric correction to the V-band of 10

[56], we find the corresponding V-band magnitude mV (L, z),
which gives the astrometric resolution. Combined with the
redshift, this yields the minimum binary separation that Gaia
can detect in that luminosity and redshift bin. At each lu-
minosity bin we derive a total binary mass from the assump-
tion that the AGN emits at a fraction of Eddington luminosity,
L = fEddLEdd(M). The minimum binary separation and
the binary mass yield the minimum binary orbital period for
which Gaia could detect orbital motion,

Pmin(L, z) =

2⇡ [✓min(L, z)DA(z)]

3/2

p
GM(L, fEdd)

. (1)

We adopt fEdd = 0.1, motivated by an average value for
bright AGN [57, 58].

We additionally require that the binary complete at least
half an orbit over the course of the five-year Gaia mission.
Otherwise orbital motion could be confused with linear mo-
tion. The combined requirements constrain Pmin(L, z) to be
less than a maximum time period Pmax = 10 yrs. We call
AGN for which Pmin(L, z)  Pmax ‘Gaia targets’. This es-
timate, however, does not account for the probability that an
AGN harbors a SBHB at the desired orbital period. To esti-
mate this, we assume that a fraction fbin of all AGN are trig-
gered by SBHBs. We then use the quasar lifetime tQ and the
residence time of a SBHB at orbital period P to compute the
fraction of tQ that a binary spends at orbital periods below P
[see Refs. 30, 50, for further details]. The residence time due
to GW emission is,
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for binary symmetric mass ratio qs ⌘ 4q/(1 + q)2, where
q ⌘ M2/M1; M2 < M1 and M1 +M2 = M . The probability
for observing the binary at orbital periods  P is given by
F(P, M, qs) = Min [tres(P, M, qs)/tQ, 1]. We evaluate the
residence time at Pmin, yielding a conservative estimate.

The total number of Gaia-detectable SBHBs is,
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where d2N/d log LdV is the pure-luminosity-evolution,
double-power-law QLF with redshift dependent slopes from
Ref. [55] (last row of Table 3 labeled ‘Full’). d2V/dzd⌦ is
the co-moving volume per redshift and solid angle [59], H
denotes the Heaviside function, mV (Lmin, z) = 21, and we
choose a fiducial quasar lifetime tQ = 10

7 yrs [50, 60].

B. Results

Table I lists parameter choices and the resulting total num-
ber of Gaia-detectable SBHBs. For fiducial values, NSBHB ⇡
190fbin. Thus, if the fraction of SBHBs in local bright AGN
is fbin & 0.01, Gaia has the potential to find a few SBHBs
during its five-year lifetime. Previous studies have argued
for a larger value of fbin (typically 10%, which is our fidu-
cial value) based upon periodic variability searches in AGN
[32, 35].

Table I also lists our ‘optimistic’ and ‘pessimistic’ parame-
ter choices. In the optimistic case, NSBHB ⇡ 670fbin SBHBs.
Even in the pessimistic case, NSBHB ⇡ 33fbin SBHBs.

Figure 1 plots distributions of Gaia SBHB candidates vs.
V-band magnitude, redshift, and binary mass. We show: (i)
the total number of AGN found from integrating the QLF
(black-dotted line); (ii) the number of ‘Gaia-target’ AGN,
(teal-dashed line); and (iii) ‘binary-targets’, including also the
probability F(M, P, qs) for an AGN to contain a binary at the
desired orbital period (orange line). Integration under the or-
ange lines yields NSBHB. For reference, the gray histograms
show the observed distribution of nearby AGN with mV < 16

[61].
The left panel of Figure 1 displays the number of SBHBs

per AGN V-band magnitude. Comparing the teal-dashed line
labeled ‘Gaia target’ and the black-dotted line (All AGN), we
see that the orbital period cut Pmin  Pmax removes AGN
with mV & 13.5. This is because Gaia’s resolution worsens
for dimmer targets. To illustrate this, the purple dot-dashed
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qs(q) Binary symmetric mass ratio (mass ratio) 0.33 (0.1) 0.18 (0.05) 1.0 (1.0)
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TABLE I. Model parameters and the resulting number of Gaia-detectable SBHBs.

A. Calculation

We use the quasar luminosity function [QLF; 55] to derive
the number of AGN per redshift z and luminosity L. From
L and z, and a bolometric correction to the V-band of 10

[56], we find the corresponding V-band magnitude mV (L, z),
which gives the astrometric resolution. Combined with the
redshift, this yields the minimum binary separation that Gaia
can detect in that luminosity and redshift bin. At each lu-
minosity bin we derive a total binary mass from the assump-
tion that the AGN emits at a fraction of Eddington luminosity,
L = fEddLEdd(M). The minimum binary separation and
the binary mass yield the minimum binary orbital period for
which Gaia could detect orbital motion,

Pmin(L, z) =

2⇡ [✓min(L, z)DA(z)]

3/2

p
GM(L, fEdd)

. (1)

We adopt fEdd = 0.1, motivated by an average value for
bright AGN [57, 58].

We additionally require that the binary complete at least
half an orbit over the course of the five-year Gaia mission.
Otherwise orbital motion could be confused with linear mo-
tion. The combined requirements constrain Pmin(L, z) to be
less than a maximum time period Pmax = 10 yrs. We call
AGN for which Pmin(L, z)  Pmax ‘Gaia targets’. This es-
timate, however, does not account for the probability that an
AGN harbors a SBHB at the desired orbital period. To esti-
mate this, we assume that a fraction fbin of all AGN are trig-
gered by SBHBs. We then use the quasar lifetime tQ and the
residence time of a SBHB at orbital period P to compute the
fraction of tQ that a binary spends at orbital periods below P
[see Refs. 30, 50, for further details]. The residence time due
to GW emission is,
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for binary symmetric mass ratio qs ⌘ 4q/(1 + q)2, where
q ⌘ M2/M1; M2 < M1 and M1 +M2 = M . The probability
for observing the binary at orbital periods  P is given by
F(P, M, qs) = Min [tres(P, M, qs)/tQ, 1]. We evaluate the
residence time at Pmin, yielding a conservative estimate.

The total number of Gaia-detectable SBHBs is,
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where d2N/d log LdV is the pure-luminosity-evolution,
double-power-law QLF with redshift dependent slopes from
Ref. [55] (last row of Table 3 labeled ‘Full’). d2V/dzd⌦ is
the co-moving volume per redshift and solid angle [59], H
denotes the Heaviside function, mV (Lmin, z) = 21, and we
choose a fiducial quasar lifetime tQ = 10

7 yrs [50, 60].

B. Results

Table I lists parameter choices and the resulting total num-
ber of Gaia-detectable SBHBs. For fiducial values, NSBHB ⇡
190fbin. Thus, if the fraction of SBHBs in local bright AGN
is fbin & 0.01, Gaia has the potential to find a few SBHBs
during its five-year lifetime. Previous studies have argued
for a larger value of fbin (typically 10%, which is our fidu-
cial value) based upon periodic variability searches in AGN
[32, 35].

Table I also lists our ‘optimistic’ and ‘pessimistic’ parame-
ter choices. In the optimistic case, NSBHB ⇡ 670fbin SBHBs.
Even in the pessimistic case, NSBHB ⇡ 33fbin SBHBs.

Figure 1 plots distributions of Gaia SBHB candidates vs.
V-band magnitude, redshift, and binary mass. We show: (i)
the total number of AGN found from integrating the QLF
(black-dotted line); (ii) the number of ‘Gaia-target’ AGN,
(teal-dashed line); and (iii) ‘binary-targets’, including also the
probability F(M, P, qs) for an AGN to contain a binary at the
desired orbital period (orange line). Integration under the or-
ange lines yields NSBHB. For reference, the gray histograms
show the observed distribution of nearby AGN with mV < 16

[61].
The left panel of Figure 1 displays the number of SBHBs

per AGN V-band magnitude. Comparing the teal-dashed line
labeled ‘Gaia target’ and the black-dotted line (All AGN), we
see that the orbital period cut Pmin  Pmax removes AGN
with mV & 13.5. This is because Gaia’s resolution worsens
for dimmer targets. To illustrate this, the purple dot-dashed
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FIG. 6.— Log contours of the number of resolvable MBHBs over the entire
sky, as a function of the maximum temporal baseline (maximum observed bi-
nary period) and the maximum binary mass. From top to bottom we vary the
minimum angular resolution ✓

min

from 1, to 10, to 20 µas. White lines are
contours of constant binary separation. Cyan lines are contours of constant
(dimensionless) gravitational-wave strain.

models can be constrained. This would provide a powerful
approach to understanding the mechanisms that drive MBHBs
through the final pc to centi-pc separations of their existence.

The MBHB population that can be accessed through the
methods proposed here will be preferentially low Eddington
ratio systems. Figure 7 shows the dependence of N

VLBI

on
the Eddington ratio in the case that f

Edd

takes on a single
value. The most striking feature of Figure 7 is the steep fall
off of N

VLBI

for f
Edd

& 0.1. As alluded to in the discussion
surrounding Figure 4, this fall off is due solely to our criteria
that the mm-wavelength emission region be smaller than the
binary separation.

The inset of Figure 7 shows how the size of the mm- wave-
length emission region grows to envelope the binary for large
Eddington fractions. This inset is identical to the left-middle
panel of Figure 4 except that we have plotted the integrand
of Eq. (4) (labeled contours) without imposing the emission
region size cut. We shade in yellow though where the cut
would be enforced. These brighter MBHB systems will likely
not be resolved as two point sources, however we should not
preclude them as interesting targets for VLBI imaging. These
circumbinary mm-emission systems could exhibit interesting
morphology or time dependent behavior due to the binary or-
bital motion. It would be interesting if this µas morphology
could be linked to larger scale jet morphology.

The inset of Figure 7 also shows that any near-Eddington
sources that can be resolved as two individual sources will
preferentially be low mass long period binaries. This means
that the resolvable MBHB population would have a mass and
period correlation with Eddington ratio.

Figure 8 shows the distribution of such circumbinary
mm- emission systems assuming a single Eddington ratio of
f
Edd

= 0.1 and not excluding systems with mm-emission re-
gions larger than their separation. We see that at minimum
angular resolutions approaching 1µas, f⇤⇤fbin

2⇥103 of such
systems could exist out to redshifts of z ⇠ 0.5. Future work
should clarify what is expected from the mm- emission of
these systems. It is intriguing to note that the MBHB can-
didates PG 1302 (Graham et al. 2015a) and OJ 287 (Valtonen
et al. 2008) fall in this latter circumbinary mm-emission re-
gion category, with angular separations of 4µas and 12µas, us-
ing estimated total binary masses of 109.4M� and 1010.3M�
for PG 1302 and OJ287, respectively.

5.2. Binary Mass Determination
Beyond probing the MBHB population, VLBI imaging of a

MBHB orbit would allow a precise measurement of the binary
mass. Consider resolving the orbital separation of a MBHB
with each component active. If the binary is on a circular
orbit, its separation a can be measured from the maximum
resolved angular separation ✓

a

of the two orbiting sources and
the redshift of the host galaxy a = ✓

a

D
A

(z), where D
A

(z) is
the angular diameter distance of the source given the redshift
z. By tracking the binary for a large enough fraction of an
orbit needed to fit an orbital solution (this need not be an entire
orbit), the binary orbital period P can be used to measure the
total mass of the binary,

M =
1

G

✓
2⇡

P (1 + z)

◆
2

(✓
a

D
A

(z))3, (11)

where the observed period is P (1 + z).
Assuming Gaussian errors on the measurements of P , ✓

a

,
and comparatively negligible errors on z and the Hubble con-
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FIG. 1. The number of AGN per V-band magnitude (left), log redshift (middle), and log binary mass (right) for three different populations. The
dashed-black line shows all AGN. The teal-dashed line, labeled ‘Gaia-target’ shows only the AGN for which the minimum Gaia-resolvable
binary orbital period (Eq. 1) is shorter than twice the five-year Gaia lifetime. The orange line weights the Gaia-target distribution by the
probability for finding a SBHB at the required orbital period (with fbin = 1). The gray histograms count known AGN with mV  16.0 [61].
In the left panel, the purple dot-dashed line and corresponding right-vertical axis show the astrometric precision of Gaia.

line plotted on the right vertical axis of the left panel shows
Gaia’s astrometric precision vs. V-band magnitude.

Comparison of the dashed-teal line with the orange line
shows that brighter AGN in the ‘Gaia target’ distribution are
less likely to harbor a SBHB at the required orbital period
Pmin. This is because nearby, bright AGN correspond to more
luminous AGN which correspond to AGN with higher binary
masses via the Eddington relation. At a fixed orbital period,
higher mass binaries inspiral more quickly and are hence less
likely to be found. The region of overlapping teal and or-
ange curves is where the binary residence time is at least the
quasar lifetime. The orange line shows that for the fiducial
case, the detectable SBHB distribution peaks at mV = 14,
with an expectation value greater than 1fbin for AGN with
12  mV  16.

The middle panel of Figure 1 displays the redshift distribu-
tion of Gaia-detectable SBHBs. The maximum-orbital-period
cut removes candidate AGN at all redshifts, while the binary-
target distribution is reduced in number from the Gaia-target
distribution at higher redshifts. The latter is because SBHBs
at higher redshift must be more luminous in order for Gaia to
resolve orbital motion. Again, more luminous AGN are asso-
ciated with more massive SBHBs which merge more quickly
and are less likely to be observed at a given orbital period.
The Gaia-detectable binaries (orange line) have a log z distri-
bution peaking at z ⇠ 0.02 with expectation value � 1fbin
for z  0.1.

The right panel of Figure 1 displays the distribution in bi-
nary mass of Gaia-detectable SBHBs. Comparison of the
black-dotted and teal-dashed lines shows that the highest frac-
tion of AGN are removed from the Gaia-target distribution
at lower binary masses. This is because SBHBs with lower
masses have much longer orbital periods for the same angu-
lar separation and redshift. Again, the comparison of the or-
ange and teal-dashed lines shows that the expectation value
for the number of Gaia-detectable SBHBs decreases for more
massive binaries. For fiducial parameter values, the Gaia-
detectable binaries distribute in log M with a peak at M ⇠
4 ⇥ 10

7 and expectation value � 1fbin for M  10

9M�.

For optimistic parameter values (Table I), the distributions
peak at dimmer magnitudes, mV ⇠ 14.5, with a range of
11.8  mV  17; and extends to higher redshifts z . 0.25,
with peak at z ⇠ 0.03, and higher binary masses M .
5 ⇥ 10

9M�. In the pessimistic case, the distributions peak at
mV ⇠ 13.7 with a range 12.5  mV  15, while the redshift
of detectable SBHBs is centered on z ⇠ 0.01, and peaks for
binary masses of 5 ⇥ 10

6M� extending to M . 7 ⇥ 10

7M�.
Cumulative distributions of binary targets in orbital period

and orbital velocity are plotted in Figure 2. The period dis-
tribution (blue) shows the fraction of Gaia-detectable SBHBs
as a function of Pmax. The astrometric precision is expected
to increase over time whereas we assume a constant mission-
end resolution [though consistent with Gaia DR2; 4]. The
linear dependence of the period distribution indicates that the
period restriction Pmin < Pmax dominates over the steeper
tres / P 8/3 residence-time dependence. This suggests that
even before the end of the nominal Gaia mission, the esti-
mated number of Gaia-detectable SBHBs could be signifi-
cant.

The velocity distribution (red) shows the number of Gaia-
detectable SBHBs with orbital velocity vorb/c above velocity
v/c. This quantity sets the fractional amplitude of photometric
modulations caused by the relativistic Doppler boost, given
by �F⌫/F⌫ ⇡ (3 � ↵⌫)vorb/c cos I , for specific flux F⌫ ,
vorb/c ⌧ 1, inclination of the orbital plane to the line of sight
I , and frequency-dependent spectral slope ↵⌫ [with typical
values �2 . ↵⌫ . 2; see Refs. 51, 62]. We compute vorb/c
as that of the secondary with q = 0.1.

Figure 2 shows that Gaia-detectable SBHBs will have
vorb/c . 0.03. Hence, for ↵⌫ = �2, Doppler-induced mod-
ulations will have �F⌫/F⌫  5%, translating to �mV 
0.05 mag amplitude modulations. Gaia’s photometric pre-
cision is better than 0.01 mag at mV . 14 [3, 54] and
could identify Doppler modulation coincident with astro-
metric shifts of AGN optical regions. However, at ⇠year
timescales, intrinsic AGN variability has often a higher am-
plitude than the maximum �mV = 0.05 mag Doppler signal
predicted here [63], and finding this signal without a Gaia de-

~<100s of MBHB resolvable by 
Gaia out to z=0.1
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FIG. 1: The gravitational wave background from this model of ra-
dio loud MBHBs, for different model parameters. The dashed gray
line is the GW background due to gravitational wave driven decay
alone and with amplitude calibrated by PTA upper limits []. The
gray shaded region is the approximate PTA frequency range, and the
hashed orange region is the range of inspiral frequencies where MB-
HBs could be resolvable by millimeter VLBI. The bottom panel is the
same calculation but for only a population of low luminosity AGN.

MBHBs will reside in comparison to the approximate PTA
frequency range gray shaded region. The EHT MBHBs are
all within the PTA frequency range.
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C. Results

Figure 2: theta vs fEdd - prev discussion on amax -
minimum amax/theta with z cutoff, shift in masses with
fEdd - explain why no Mdot dep - QToomre red regions -
difference for LLAGN case

Figure 3: P vs M - where are most of them? - longer
periods obvious, why higher M (cumulative - actually weakly
dependent on M)? - mention residence times

Figure 4: N vs thetamin for diff z

IV. BINARY MASS DETERMINATION

Consider the imaging of a MBHB with each component ac-
tive and with orbital separation resolvable by an EHT-like in-
strument. If the binary is on a circular orbit, its separation a
can be measured from the maximum resolved angular separa-
tion ✓a of the two orbiting sources and the redshift of the host
galaxy a = ✓aDA(z), where DA(z) is the angular diameter
distance of the source given the redshift z. By observing for
one binary orbit or longer, the binary orbital period P can be
used to measure the total mass of the binary,

GM =

✓
2⇡

P (1 + z)

◆2

(✓aDA(z))
3, (11)

where P is the rest frame orbital period and the observed quan-
tity is P (1 + z).

Assuming Gaussian errors on the measurements of P , ✓a,
and comparatively negligible errors on z and the Hubble con-
stant H0 (which factors into DA(z)), the uncertainty in this
mass measurement is

�M

M
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2

�P

P
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3
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We estimate the error in the measurement of ✓a by the min-
imum instrument angular resolution. When we are limited by
a minimum angular resolution of ⇠ 10µas, the calculations
of the previous section showed that most resolvable binaries
are at this limiting angular separation and so �✓a/✓a ⇠ 1. If
however, the minimum resolution can reach ⇠ 10µas, we find
that �✓a/✓a ⇠ 0.1 ! 1.

From VLBI astrometry alone, the error in P is set by the
cadence of observations �Tobs and also the precision at which
he centroid of emission from each binary component can be
determined,

�P ⇡

s

�T 2
obs +

✓
P
✓min

✓a

◆2

, (13)

which in the worst case scenario can be of order P . How-
ever, as we will discus below, identification of VLBI resolv-
able candidates can be carried out through searches for quasar
periodicity caused either by the relativistic Doppler boost or
variable circumbinary accretion. In these cases, the binary
period can be identified to within a few percent [e.g. 55]. Tak-
ing into account the above best and worse case scenarios, and
a best case �P/P ⇠ 0.05, we estimate the precision in the
MBHB mass measurement to realistically fall between

0.3 . �M

M

����
VLBI

. 4 (14)

* High precision binary mass measurement

*Novel measurement of the Hubble Constant
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-with Doppler boost or mass measurement

✓̇DA(z) = v
orb

From Doppler boost and 
shape of orbit on sky

Track proper motions

Gives H0(zbin,⌦M ,⌦⇤)

✓aDA(z)

Applications



Applications

* Precise Binary Mass Measurement

* Novel Measure of the Hubble Constant

* If simultaneous gravity waves…can measure the speed of  
gravitons relative to photons

* Aid in narrowing down mechanisms which drive MBHBs to  
merger -> constrain GW Background from EM side



Summary

* mm-VLBI and Gaia could definitively identify sub-pc separation 
MBHBs for the first time and vet other identification strategies

* The most promising MBHBs to image with mm-VLBI are likely those 
residing in LLAGN

* The most promising MBHBs to image with Gaia are in the brightest 
nearby AGN

* Tracking an entire orbit would also allow 
* a precise measurement of the binary mass
* a novel measurement of the Hubble constant

* There may already be existing MBHB candidates to look for
PG 1302-102 ~4 muas separation
OJ 287 ~4-24 muas! (e=0.7)
3C 273? 20 muas?
+more…


